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EDITORIAT

it is my proud priviiege to welcome you all to the IASTEM Internationatr Conf,erence

at Kyoto, Japan in association with The liER. I am happy to see the papers from ali part of

the world and some of the best paper. published in this proceedings. This proceeding bings

out the various Research papers from diverse areas of Science, Engineering, Technology and

Management. This platform is intended to provide a platform for researchers, educators and

professionals to present their discoveries and innovative practice and to explore future trends

and applications in the field Science and Engineering. However, this conference will also

provide a forum for dissemination of knowledge on both theoretical and applied research on

the above said area with an ultimate aim to bridge the gap between these coherent disciplines

of'knowledge. Thus the forum accelerates the trend of development of technology for next

generation. Our goal is to make the Conference proceedings useful and interesting to

atrdiences involved in research in these areas, as well as to those involved in design,

implernentation and operation, to achieve the goal.

'.:. :

for organizing this event in Kyoto, Japan. I am sure the contributions by the authors shall add

=qdUe to the research community. I also thank all the Intemational Advisory members and
::...,i ,

tReviewers for making this event a Successful one.

Editor-ln-Chief I

Dr. P. Suresh
M.E, Ph.D. Professor,

Karpagam College of Engineering.,
Coimbatore, India.
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APPX,YtrNG IFITER.TEXTUAI-ITY BETWEEN SXLM ANB PAINT{NG
FOR FILVIMA.KING

TEERAFONG SERISAMR.AN

Cinematic Arts , Suan Sunandha International School ofArt , Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University
E-mail : teerapong.se@ssru.ac.th

The objectives ofthis research were to study applying intertextuality between film and painting for filmmaking. This research
is a qualitative research that studies about the concept oflntertextuality between film and painting that is extracted into a
knowledge that was used in the classtoom for students to apply for making their own films. This research contains the study
from the documents , educational tow at the museum, and analysing students'the use ofknowledge to apply for making their
films. The result indicates that there are four patterns ofintertextuality between film and painting that usually appear in films
: homage , allusion , quotation and parody. Intertextuality can be presented in two aspects which are the presentation of form
that t1re art movement is used as the inspiration and tool for creating the image and story ofthe film while the presentation of
content is the narration that is related to the paintings or some parts ofthe artists' lives.The knowledge about painting can be
applied for filmmaking through the mise-en-scdne of the film (for example, composition , art direction, lighting and color)
Students can apply the concept ofintertextuality b€tween film and painting into their filmmaking process. They like appl),tng
through the presentation of form by getting inspiration from the art movement that harmonize with their films. Homage is the
most used intortextuality pattern while quotation and parody is secondary. Moreover students can apply the knowledge about
intertextuality betvveen film and painting that was indicated from the mise-en-scdne in their films.

Index lgrms- Film, filmmakiog, intertextuality, painting

I.INTRODUCTION

Art has lived with human for long time because of it's
a tool not only to polish the human's soul but also
refine and extract the most delicate parts of mankind.
It is also a medium that human use to convey ideas

,feeling about their lives, societies , inner and outer
world.
Film is one of the seven branches of art including
painting, sculpture, architecture, literature, music,
dance and film that is the latest art in the group. But
film was seen as the most powerful medium of all.
With filmmaking, it is possible to combine the features
and power of all six media to fuse and convey the story
of life and society effectively. (Teerapong Serisamran,
2017:126)
In film industry, art is used in various fields as the
basis for filmmaking, such as the use of painting as a
model for the composition of the meaning of the film
or the use ofthe form ofdance to apply for acting in the
film, etc. In addition to, It not only helps the film to be
beautiful and Aesthetics art but also get back to inspire
axt too. For example, in the film "The Overture
(2004) , the life story of Thai music master Luang
Pradit Phairoh (Som Silapabanleng) , that presents the
beauty of Thai music making the film's well received
and making people to interest in Thai music as well.
There is the relationship between the story and the art
form that was used in the hlm. This is the concept of
the relationship or intertextuality that is used
interchangeably between film and art.
The concept ofintertextuality is based on the idea that
in this world, things are all connected. Chandler

(Chandler,2003:251) defines the intertextuality as

" Intertextualityreferstothevarious links in form and
content which bind a text to other texts." Hayward
(Hayward, 2006: 201 ) discusses the intertextuality
between film and other texts as " Most films are
intertextual to some degree - a text referring to other
texts, an intertext in whose presence other texts reside.
For example, a film may be based on an original text, a
novel or play. The shooting style of the film may be
painterly, suggesting painted texts to which it might be
referring." For this reason, the film and the art are
deeply connected .Especially painting, which is the
foundation and the essence of creating a film. Western
films have a deep connection with painting, and they
relate to each other as the heart of the film. But for
Thai films, the relationship between film and painting
is still relatively smafl. And it is only to create the
beauty of the film. It is not possible to bring the
audience deep into the art with a deep relationship.

For this reason, the researcher sees the importance of
studying the concept of intertextuality and the
knowledge about Thai painting to use for creating
films that are linked between the style and content of
the film and Thai painting to create aesthetics for the
film and to promote understanding and love in Thai art
deeply also contributes to the conservation ofart and
culture ofthe nation as well.

II. RESEARCH OB.IECTTVES

l. To study the intertextuality between Iilm and
painting.

2. To find knowledge about Thai painting.
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3. To apply the concept of intertextuality between
film and painting lor filrnmaking.

4. To provide knowledge in teaching students to gain
knowledge and understanding of the use of
national artistic and cultural resources for
filmmaking.

CONCEPT, TIIEOR.V AND REI,ATED
R.ESEARC}TS
The key concepts used in this research is the concept of
intertextuality. Daniel Chandler (Chandler. 2003:
230) has defined the intertextuality as " Intertextuality
refers to the various links in form and content which
bind a text to other texts."
Film scholar Susan Hayward (Hayward, 2006:226)
discusses the intertextuality between fiim and other
texts as " Most films are intertextual to some degree - a
text referring to other texts, an intertext in whose
presence other texts reside. For example, a film may be
based on an original text, a novel or play. The shooting
style of the film may be painterly, suggesting painted
texts to which it might be referring."
In summary, the concept of Intertextuality is a concept
based on the beiief that there is nothing new in the
world. Everything is connected. Creative works can
not be calied original.
A study olresearch related to the relationship between
film and painting. A number of studies have
investigated the related issues that can be applied to
this research. The most interesting and useful are as
follows.

1.Asst.Prof.Dr. Chalongrat Chermalchonlamark,
"Intertextuality between Films and Arlists and
Artworks in Western Films". Research findings were
that western filrns had four patterns of intertextuality
between fllms and artists and artworks in films. The
first pattern was Homage intertextuality which
considerable emphasized the artists and artworks and
the films usually conveyed the artists' biography and
creation ofelaborate artworks. The second pattern was
Allusion intertextuality which was the superficial
intertextuality because the films broadly or even
slightly told a story about the artists oftheir artworks.
The third pattern was Quotation intertextuality where
the artists'life or artworks were significantly adapted
in the films and the cited story was noticeably weighed.
The fourth pattern was Parody intertextuality which
used the artists or their artworks for comic effect and
intentionally interpreted the artworks in a humorous
way or parodied the artists'characteristics for fun.
2.Asst.Prof.Dr. Chalongrat Chermalchonlamark,
"Intertextuality between films and paintings : A
Comparison between Western tilms and Thai fitms"
The study results show that the paintings have
intertextuality with Thai films as the ornaments that
help enhancing the beauty whiie they have
intertextulity with Western films as the cores.

Faintings and artists are ailvays praised by western
films.However it can be concluded that every
contemporary lilm industry have admired the
paintings as an art that heips illuminate the way for the
lilm both in Thai films and Western films.
3. Wichayut Puchitakorn, "Crossmedia and
Transcutural intertextuality ol (;RING' in
Novel,Film,Television Drama and Manga" The
research has found that the crossmedia intertextualify
of "Ring" in novel,film,television drama and manga
was maintained, extended, reduced and modified. The
transcultural intertextuality of " Ring" in Japanese
hlm, Korean film and Holllrvood film were
maintained, extended, reduced and modified included
with the concept ofadapted social and cultural context.
The critical aspect of the cross-media interlextuality of
"Ring" was adapted in the form of presentations which
depend on media nature and was adapted in text which
depend on target group.On the other hand, the mitical
aspects of the transcultural intertextuality of "Ring"
were adaptation in social and cultural context and text
which depended on target group ofeach country.

SCOPE OF RESEARCH

This research is a qualitative research that studies
about the concept oflntertextuality between film and
painting that is extracted into a knowledge that was
used in the classroom for students to apply for making
their own films. This research contains the study from
the documents , educational tour in the museum , and
analysing students' the use of knowledge to apply for
making their films.

Expected Benelifs
l. To gain knowledge about the concept of

intertextuality between film and painting.
2. To gain knowledge about Thai painting.
3. To gain knowledge about filmmaking, which

brings together the concepts offilm and painting
in filmmak'ing.

4. To use the knowledge to teach students and utilize
national artistic and cultural resources to produce
films.

RESEARCH RESULT

The intertextuality between film and painting can be
divided into two aspects: the presentation ofform and
content. The details are as follows.

1. The presentation ofform
It is the creation ofthe film that inspired by the style
and aft movement which appear through the film
elements . The art movement that are usually found in
the film includes Realism, Impressionism
Expressionism, Idealism. Romanticism, Surrealism,
Abstract . etc.
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Applying Intertextuality Between Film and Painting for Filmmaking

2. Tire presentation of content
The presentation content refers to the narrative of a

film that a story has something related with painting

or painters.

The interrelation between texts or the pa$erns of
intertextuality can be done in several ways. The most

common patterns of the intertextuality between film
and painting are as follows.
1) Homage is a salutation or a tribute to the excellent

artworks or the masters Homage is a show or

demonstration of respect or dedication to someone or

something, sometimes by simple declaration but often

by some more oblique reference, artistic or poetic. The

term is often used in the arts for where one author or

artist shows respect to another by allusion or imitation'
Rayner (Rayner, 20Ol: 77) explains homage as

"Homage suggests respect for a particular text,

acknowledging the power and importance of the

original text by imitating it."
2) Allusion is the connection with other texts that is a
broad connection , no praise or humor. Allusion is a

passing or casually short statement indicating brobder

meaning. It is an incidental mention of something,

either directly or by implication.
3) Quotation is a connection to an original work that is
both visual and audio. Quotation can be made in
various forms, such as audio-quotation and

visual-quotation. In the case ofintertextuality between

film and painting, quotation is the most common

occurrences.
4) Parody is a work created to imitate, make fun of, or
comment on an original work-its subject, author,

style, or some other target-by means of satiric or

ironic imitation. The intent is to create a humor.
Berger (Berger, 1995: 91) described that parody is a
good example for the concept of intertextuality and

there are three levels of Parody : Specific Works ,

Distintive Styles and Particular Genres.

The concept of intertextuality between film and
painting can be applied for filmmaking through the
use of art knowledge though mise-en-scene of the film
, especially these 4 aspects : composition , art direction

, lighting and color.
Composition is the way that people or things are

arranged in a painting , photograph or film.
Art direction is the overall visual appearance and how
it communicates visually, stimulates moods, contrasts
features, and psychologically appeals to audiences.

Lighting is the deliberate use of light to achieve a
practical or aesthetic effect.
Color is how color is used in film. Color can affect

audiences emotionally, psychologically and even

physically. Color in film can build harmony or tension

within a scene. Bring attention to a key theme.

The courses that researcher taught about

intertextuality between film and painting are Film
Theory and Philosophy of Film at Suan Sunandha

Interrational School of Art. Researcher explained
about the basic to apply intertextuality between film
and painting for filmmaking to students.

Afterthat researcher took the students to have a

educational tour at MOC.A (Museum of Contemporary

Art) that is the place where a long yet interesting
history of Thai art is recorded and a perfect

combination between the extraordinary traditional
Thai art and the academic art known internationally is

demonstrated. Inside contemporary art by Thai artists

from ditferent generations is exhibited. Then the

students summarized their favorite and impressed

artworks and the knowledge that they've got from this
educational tour.

The students applied their knowledge about

intertextuality between film and painting for making
their films. Students from Film Theory class are

divided into 2 groups and making I film per group.

Then researcher has analysed the applying of
intertextuality between film and painting from their
films. The result are as follows;

Table
film
"RAB

I : Analysis ofApplying intertextuality between

and painting for filmmaking in short films
RENG"0ndulgence) and "Blood

Films The area of
presentation

The patterns of
intertextua lity

The

applyire
throuBh
mise-en-
scene
in films

RARENG

Genr-
Drama

The
presentation
of lorm
Filmmakcrs

turned the
inspiration
and

impression
from their
favorite
paintings to
rrse in

mise-en-scen
e ofthe shon
film.

The
Pregentation
o{ Content
-The
p rotagofi ist's
hobby is

painting and

he has many
paintings in

his room.

Ouotation
- Filmmakers
used Thai and
intcmational
paintings to
decomte the
protagonist)s

room and

appeared to be

the
protagonist's
artwork for
portraying the
protagonist's
personality and
situation that
he faced.

Homage
- Filmmakers
pay homage to
ihe artwork of
Thai artist,
Thongchai

Srisukprasert

by imitating
this artwork for
creating the
important shot
in climax scene.

ln Climax
scene that
the
protagonist
was shot by

his brother
because of
deception
and his

brother was

shot by a

wire-p u I ler,

filmmakers
used the
artwork of
Thon6chai

Srisukpraser
t that was

inspired
from
Buddha's

teaching
about
desires and

cycle of
birth and
death to be
the model
for the
compositio
n and color
using in this
scene for
portraying
the tragedy
that
happened

between

:i:.t

;: :,,
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personality

of these
characters
that
conform
with the
inspirjng
painting but
in comic

ihis art
movement
conformS
with the style
of the film.

The students fl'om Philosophy of Film class are the
fourth year students so they used their knowledge
about intertextuality between film and painting for
making their thesis project films. There are 3 films that
completely finished. Researcher analysed the applying
ofintertextuality between film and painting fiom their
films. The result are as follows;

Table 2 : Analysis of Appllng intertextuality between film and
painting for filmmaking in short films ,.Lineus Longissimus",

atmosphere of
the film and
portraying
mysterty,
fearfulness,
violence and
the
protagonist's
perversity.

e : the use of
color (black

on red),
lighting and
camposition
for portraying
mysterty,
fearfulness,
violence and

protagonist's

I this sihlinE

Picture 1. : The protagonist's toom and his artwork

Picture 2-3 : The drone shot from climax scene of Rareng
(below) that inspired byThongchai Srisukprasert's artwork
{abovel

Blood
Ntght

Genre-

Comedy /
Horror

The
presentation

of form
-Filmmakers
turned the
inspiration
and
impression
from their
favorite
paintings to
use in

mise-en-scen

e of the short
fiim.

Parody
- Filmmakers

used the
artwork of Thai
artist, Tawan

Duchane€, to
create an ironic
imitation for
introducing
three main
characters,

In 1" Act,
filmmakers
introduced
three main

characler
by using
Thawan
Duchanee's

artwork to
be a model
for the
compositio
n and
position of
three main

characler
for
portraying

their
relationship
and the

Picture 4-5 : A shat from Biood Night ibelow) that inspired by

Tawan Duchanee's artwork (above)

"Mad" and ( "
Films The area of

prerentation
The patterns of
intertextuality

The applying
through
mise-en-
scene
in films

Lineus

Longissi

mus

Genre -
Psycholog

ical

Thriller

The
presentation
cf form
- The style of
tfiis film was
inspired by
Expressionism

art movement
because the
concept of

Homage
- Filmmakers
pay homage to
the artworks of
Thai artist,
Tawan
Duchanee,by
imitating his

artlvorks for
creatins the

Filmmakers
used

Expressionism

artwork of
Tawan

Duchanee to
be a model
for creating
their
mise-en-scen

peruerSrt
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or
implausible,
exotic, and
supernatural
elements.

Picture B-9 : The shot from "Lineus Longissimus" ibelsw) shows
the s{rreal iighting , the use oi colqr and comp6sition thai
inspired bv Tawan Duchanee's artwork {above} for poltrayiog
violencr and the protaBorisfs pefrersiiy.

Mad

Genre -
Psycholeg

icl
Ihriller

The

F esentation
af f6h
- The lryle ct
this film was

inspired by

6erman
Expregsionisfi
art movement
because the
concept of
this att
fioveBent
confoams
with the style
of the film.

- Filmmaksrs

didn't use any
spe.ific
paistings to
inspire the fllm,
The pattem of
;ntertextualitV
didn't appear in
this film-

- Filmmakers
didn't use any
specific
paintings t9
inspire the
film but tirey
used ii-re
knowledge
about
painting fci
compositio.
0fihe film in
6erman
Expressionism
stvle for
creating the
mysiery and
fearful
atmosphere
and
po{i.ayiftg
the madness

of the

Strange,
Straight
Wo.ld

Genre

-Drama/C
ominE-of-
age

The
pre*ntation
of form
Drama fiim
that
portEying
the love story
between tlvo
girls. The

director used

Realism style
forihis film
because she

wanted to
pre!ent
subjed
mataer

truthtuily.
viithout
artificiality
and a!oiding
artisiic

- The dlrector
dido't use anV

specific
paintings to
inspire the fiIm.
The pattern gi
intertextuality
didn't appear in
rnis film.

The director
didn't use any
specific
paintings to
irspire the
film but:he
used lhe
knowledge
about
painting far
compos!ticn
ofihe film in

realistr style
that conform
with her
st4ry.

CONCLUSNON

The Students can apply the concept of intertextualitv
between film and painting into their filmmaking
process. Most ofthem appiied through the presentation

of form by getting inspiration from the art movement

that harmonize with their hlms. There is only one fi1x1
that use the presentation of content because the
filmmakers want to make the connection between their
protagonist and story to the art. Homage is the most
used intertextuality pattern while quotation and parody
is secondary. Moreover students can apply g6s

knowledge about intertextuality between film and
painting that was indicated from the mise-en-scdne in
their films.

RECOMMENDATION

Researchers can make this research furtherby studying
the concept of intertextuality between film and the
other arts , for exampl sculpture, architecture.

literature, music or dance, for applying the knowledge

to make films.
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